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Abstract. This paper is the continuation of the research devoted to enhancing
the adequacy of reliability model of Nuclear Power Plant (NPP) Instrumentation and Control (I&C) Systems considering software reliability. The reliability
model of NPP I&C systems is a basement from which the availability, safety,
risk, and other important characteristics of the system could be assessed. The
availability function of a critical NPP I&C system depends on the hardware and
software reliability and maintenance. The high availability value of the critical
I&C systems could be ensured by following: structural redundancy; maintenance of the system; using the N-version programming; software updates. Thus
the NPP I&C system reliability model to ensure its high level of adequacy and
applicability has to take into account both software and hardware failures, as
well as realistic distribution of software fault correction and K-phase Erlang
Distribution of software updates are specified.

Keywords: Instrumentation and Control (I&C) System, Discrete-Continuous
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Introduction

1.1

Motivation

Nowadays the development of fault-tolerant computer-based systems (FTCSs) is a
part of weaponry components, space, aviation, energy and other critical systems. One
of the main tasks is to provide requirements of reliability, availability and functional
safety. Thus the two types of possible risks relate to the assessment of risk, and to
ensuring their safety and security.

Reliability (dependability) related design (RRD) [1-6] is a main part of development of complex fault-tolerant systems based on computers, software (SW) and
hardware (HW) components. The goal of RRD is to develop the structure of FTCS
tolerating HW physical failure and SW designs faults and assure required values of
reliability, availability and other dependability attributes. To ensure fault-tolerance
software, two or more versions of software (developed by different developers, using
other languages and technologies, etc) are used [7].Therefore use of structural redundancy for FTCS with multiple versions of software is mandatory. When commissioning software some bugs (design faults) remain in its code [8], this leads to the shutdown of the FTCS. After detection the bugs, a software update is carried out. These
factors have influence on the availability of the FTCS and should be taken into account in the availability indexes. The efficiency of fault-tolerant hardware of FTCS is
provided by maintenance and repair.
Significant impact on the availability model of FTCS as discrete-continuous stochastic Markov systems has a real distribution of software debugging time. For that
approach, there is an important problem of improving models by considering realistic
distribution of procedure durations and time intervals between events in the process.
Presented improvement allows to automate the usage of K-phase Erlang Distribution
for the Markovian chain development of the statistical representation of the process of
FTCS exploitation.
Insufficient level of adequacy of the availability models of FTCS leads either to
additional costs (while underestimating of the measures), or to the risk of total failure
(when inflating their values), namely accidents, material damage and even loss of life.
Reliability and safety are assured by using (selection and development) fault-tolerant
structures at RRD of the FTCS, and identifying and implementing strategies for
maintenance. Adoption of wrong decisions at this stage leads to similar risks.
1.2

Related Works Analysis

Research papers, which focus on RRD, consider models of the FTCS [8-13]. Most
models are primarily developed to identify the impact of one the above-listed factors
on reliability indexes. The rest of the factors are overlooked. Papers [4, 5] describe the
reliability model of FTCS which illustrates separate HW and SW failures. Paper [6]
offer reliability model of a fault-tolerant system, in which HW and SW failures are
differentiated and after corrections in the program code the software failure rate is
accounted for. Paper [8] describes the reliability model of the FTCS, which accounts
for the software updates. In paper [10] the author outlines the relevance of the estimation of the reliability indexes of FTCS considering the failure of SW and recommends
a method for their determination. Such reliability models of the FTCS produce analysis of its conditions under the failure of SW. This research suggests that
MTTFsystem=MTTFsoftware. Thus, it is possible to conclude that the author considers the HW
of the FTCS as absolutely reliable. Such condition reduces the credibility of the result,
especially when the reliability of the HW is commensurable to the reliability of the
SW. Paper [11] presents the assessment of reliability parameters of FTCS through
modeling behavior using Markovian chains, which account for multiple software

updates. Nevertheless there was no evidence of the quantitative assessments of the
reliability measures of presented FTCS.
In paper [12], the authors propose a model of FTCS using Macro-Markovian
chains, where the software failure rate, duration of software verification, failure rate
and repair rate of HW are accounted for. The presented method of Macro-Markovian
chains modeling [12, 13] is based on logical analysis and cannot be used for profound
configurations of FTCS due to their complexity and high probability of the occurrence of mistakes. Also there is a discussion around the definition of requirements for
operational verification of software of the space system, together with the research
model of the object for availability evaluation and scenarios preference. It is noted
that over the last ten years out of 27% of space devices failures, which were fatal or
such that restricted their use, 6% were associated with HW failure and 21% with SW
failure.
Software updates are necessary due to the fact that at the point of SW commissioning they may contain a number of undetected faults, which can lead to critical failures
of the FTCS. Presence of HW faults relates to the complexity of the system, and failure to conduct overall testing, as such testing is time consuming and needs substation
financial support. To predict the number of SW faults at the time of its commissioning
various models can be used, one for example is Jelinski-Moranda [14].
The K-phase Erlang method is used for development the analytical stochastic models of functional and reliability behaviors of technical system. Usage of this method
for reliability predictions of technical system is presented in paper [14].Usage of this
method for functional behavior for queuing system is presented in researches [15; 16,
pp. 137-144;14, pp. 136-143].
In monographs [15, pp. 10-11, pp. 36-37; 17,pp. 196] states that any real distributions of the random variable is possible to present by “mix” of Erlang distributions
pi(tv):
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where qi  weighting coefficients, defining the share each of the Erlang distribution
pi(tv) which was used for presenting the real distribution.
A goal of the paper is to suggest structural-automated model to develop a Markovian chain for critical NPP I&C system with different redundancy types (first of all,
structure and version) and real distribution of software update time, using the proposed formal procedure and tool. The main idea is to decrease risks of errors during
development of Markovian chain (MC) for systems with very large (tens and hundreds) number of states. We propose a special notation which allows supporting development chain step by step and designing final MC using software tools. The paper
is structured in the following way. The aim of this research is calculating the availability function of critical NPP I&C system with version-structural redundancy and
double software updates.
To achieve this goal we propose a newly designed reliability model of critical NPP
I&C system. As an example a special critical NPP I&C system is researched (Fig.2).
The following factors are accounted for in this model: overall reserve of critical NPP

I&C system and joint cold redundancy of modules of main and diverse systems of
critical NPP I&C system; the existence of three software versions; SW double update;
physicals fault.
Structure of the paper is the following. Researched critical NPP I&C system is described in the second section. An approach to developing mathematical model based
on Markovian chain and detailed procedure for the critical NPP I&C system are suggested in the third and fourth sections correspondingly. Simulation results for researched Markov’s model are analyzed in the section 5. Last section concludes the
paper and presents some directions of future researches and developments.
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The Dependency of Software Failure Rates on the Frequence
of Data Input Changing. the Randomness of Software
Failures

Hardware ageing occurs naturally over time therefore, time is a generally accepted
variable in functions for estimating hardware reliability. On the other hand, software
failure will never occur if the software is not run. Therefore, in the context of software
reliability, it is more practical to represent software run time as the number of computational operations completed by the software. It is important that the test metrics and
ways of running the software take into account the following: that statistics of software failures should be investigated when a number of tasks are performing with
different input data. Performing a task repeated times with the same input data will
not result in a software failure if the software did not failure the first time the task was
completed. Therefore, according to [18], the number and nature of software failures is
the result of internal defects and depends on the conditions in which the software is
used.
In contrast to hardware failures which can occur at any time regardless of input data, software failure depends on the frequency with which data are input. In practice,
software can be considered such as some function f, which converts entry space into
output space. The entry space is a set of all input conditions and the output space is
the set of all output conditions [19]. Respective states are determined by a set of variables or typical software commands/transactions. According to standard IEC 60880,
the input space which includes the branch of software performance is called the signal
path [20]. In the period between two sets of incoming data being input, a software
failure cannot occur if the software preliminary entry is performed and the software is
in standby mode. Based on this, if the probability of software failure is calculated
as104per 10,000 software launches and the frequency of input data from sensors is
one second, the resulting software failure rate is calculated as 10 4 seconds-1 or 0.36
hours-1 (without taking into account the time required to create the output state), what
can be unacceptable according to system reliability requirements, part of which is
such software.
Failure is a concept in reliability theory and can be defined as an event, after the
occurrence of which the characteristics of a technical object are outside of defined
bounds [21]. According to [22], software failures are an event during which a soft-

ware failure is detected. The signs of software disability are outlined in technical documentation. The unrealistic results of software performance can be the result of temporary hardware failures or software defects. Software defects are the elements or
parts of code, usage of which leads to unrealistic results [22]. In contrast to hardware
failures, software failures can be caused by:
 incorrect algorithms or the incorrect implementation of algorithms (“write element of program”);
 incorrect software documentation, which will lead to incorrect user actions;
 the input data which are being processed by the software;
 temporary failures of hardware which occur under external factors (ionizing radiation, temperatures, humidity or other factor), which can sometimes can be
eliminated by a software restart.
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The Use of Erlang Distributions for Software Updates in
Availability Model of Fault-Tolerant Computer Based
Systems with Version-Structural Redundancy

The duration of software updates is a random value and it is possible to present it by
“mean time of new (next) software version development”. The robustness of this
measure should be founded in the resolution of decision reliability syntheses tasks of
fault-tolerant computer based system which are an integral part of high availability
critical infrastructure. The duration of new software version development depends on
many factors such as: available staff with appropriated technology knowledge; qualification of developers; the complexity of the software and other factors. In previous
papers [23, 24], it was assumed that the duration of software updates are a random
variable with exponential distributions. However, it is more correct to consider software updates as a random variable with a normal (or Gaussian) distribution. If an
availability model is developed in the discrete-continuous stochastic system form, the
duration of all procedures in the fault-tolerant computer based system (included software updates) being analysed will be presented by exponential distributions. In this
regard, the frequency with which software update durations occur in the vicinity of
the mean is low compared to short software updates with a duration near zero. This
leads to a decreasing adequacy of the availability model the object being studied.
This paper provides detailed suggestions for using Erlang distributions for the duration of software updates that will increase the adequacy of models and provide more
realistic availability predictions. Figure 1 shows the probability density function for
an exponential distribution and the probability density function of Erlang distributions
with a shape parameter k=5. The probability of the occurrence of software update
durations near the mean value in availability model with Erlang distributions is higher
than when using exponential distributions for software updates. In a defined (given)
interval, the area under the probability density function of the Erlang distribution (S1)
is larger than are under the probability density function of the exponential distribution
(S2). Difference between the probabilities of occurrences of software update durations
would be increased by increasing the shape parameter k of the Erlang distributions.

Fig. 1. Probability density function of Exponential and Erlang distributions with shape parameter equal 5

Based on this analysis, we conclude that Erlang distributions of software update
durations is appropriate to use for availability models of fault-tolerant computer based
systems in Markovian chain development. The main idea and instructions for implementing Erlang distributions with an arbitrary shape parameter (for any distributions)
for the automated building of the Markovian chain was presented in paper [25].
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Industry Case: FPGA Platform Based Reactor Trip System of
NPP

Here we provide the structure (Fig.2) of researched safety critical NPP Instrumentation
and Control system (I&C) based on the digital FPGA platform RadICS [26]. This is
reactor trip system consisting of main and diverse systems [27]. Main and diverse systems have been developed using the FPGA safety controller (FSC) with three parallel
channels on voting logic “2-out-of-3”.
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Fig. 2.Configuration of critical NPP I&C system

The output signals from main and diverse systems are binary (signals “switch-off” of
reactor) and are joined according with logic OR (1 out of 2).
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Markov’s Model for Critical NPP I&C Systems with K-phase
Erlang Distribution of Software Update

The method of formal and tool-based automated developing the Markovian chains for
the researched critical NPP I&C systems are described in [9, 24]. It involves a formalized representation of the object of study as a “structural-automated model”. The detailed availability model of critical NPP I&C systems was presented in our previous
papers [23, 24]. In current paper we present modified structural-automated model
considering the Erlang distributions of the software updates durations.
Structural-Automated Model of the critical NPP I&C systems for automated development of the Markovian chains are presented on the table 1. Improvements for
Structural-Automated Model of consideration the K-phase Erlang Distribution of
software debugging duration are presented below (all improvements are marked by
bold font).
The parameters of the critical NPP I&C systems Markov’s model: n – number of
modules that are the part of the MS; k – number of modules that are the part of the
DS; mc –number of the modules in the cold standby;hw– the failure rate that is in MS
or DS and in the hot standby; sw11, sw12 – the failure rate of first and second software
versions; Ke – number of Erlang Distribution phase; Tup1, Tup2 – mean time of the first
and second software updates; T switch – mean time of the module connections from
standby; Tnot – mean time of developers notifications after software failures;
Trep– mean time of hardware repair.

Table 1. Structural-Automated Model of critical NPP I&C systems for the automated development of the Markovian chains

Terms and conditions of event

Formula for Rule of modification
calculating the the state vectors comrate of events ponent

Event 1. Hardware failure of the MS module
(V1>=(n-1)) AND (V6=0) AND (V10=0) AND
(V11=0) AND (V12=0)

V1·λhw

V1:=V1-1; V8:=V8+1

Event 2. Software failure of the MS module
(V1>=(n-1)) AND (V4=0) AND (V6=0) AND (V10=0)
λsw11
AND (V11=0) AND (V12=0)

V4:=0; V6:=1

(V1>=(n-1)) AND (V4=1) AND (V6=0) AND (V10=0)
λsw12
AND (V11=0) AND (V12=0)

V4:=1; V6:=1

Event 3. “Completing the developers notifications after
software failures in main system
(V1<=n) AND (V4=0) AND (V6=1) AND (V9=0)
AND (V11=0) AND (V12=0)

1/Tnot

V4:=0; V6:=1; V9:=1;
V11:=V11+1

(V1<=n) AND (V4=1) AND (V6=1) AND (V9=0)
AND (V11=0) AND (V12=0)

1/Tnot

V4:=1; V6:=1; V9:=1;
V11:=V11+1

Event 4. Hardware failure of diverse system module
(V2>=(k-1)) AND (V7=0) AND (V9=0) AND (V11=0)
V2·λhw
AND (V12=0)

V2:=V2-1; V8:=V8+1

Event 5. Software failure of the diverse system module
(V2>=(k-1)) AND (V5=0) AND (V7=0) AND (V9=0)
AND (V11=0) AND (V12=0)

λsw11

V5:=0; V7:=1

(V2>=(k-1)) AND (V5=1) AND (V7=0) AND (V9=0)
AND (V11=0) AND (V12=0)

λsw12

V5:=1; V7:=1

(V2<=k) AND (V5=0) AND (V7=1) AND (V10=0)
AND (V11=0) AND (V12=0)

1/Tnot

V5:=0; V7:=1; V10:=1;
V12:=V12+1

(V2<=k) AND (V5=1) AND (V7=1) AND (V10=0)
AND (V11=0) AND (V12=0)

1/Tnot

V5:=1; V7:=1; V10:=1;
V12:=V12+1

(V4=0) AND (V6=1) AND (V9=1) AND (V11>0)
AND (V11<Ke)

(1/Tup1)·Pcor

V11:=V11+1

(V4=0) AND (V6=1) AND (V9=1) AND (V11=Ke)

(1/Tup1)·Pcor

V4:=1; V6:=0; V9:=0;
V11:=0

(V4=1) AND (V6=1) AND (V9=1) AND (V11>0)
AND (V11<Ke)

(1/Tup2)·Pcor

V11:=V11+1

(V4=1) AND (V6=1) AND (V9=1) AND (V11=Ke)

(1/Tup2)·Pcor

V4:=2; V6:=0; V9:=0;
V11:=0

Event 6. Completing the developers notifications after
software failures in diverse system

Event 7. Completing the procedure of software version
updates in main system

Terms and conditions of event

Formula for Rule of modification
calculating the the state vectors comrate of events ponent

Event 8. Completing the procedure of software version
updates in diverse system
(V5=0) AND (V7=1) AND (V10=1) AND (V12>0)
AND (V11<Ke)

Ke(1/Tup1)

V12:=V12+1

(V5=0) AND (V7=1) AND (V10=1) AND (V12=Ke)

Ke (1/Tup1)

V5:=1; V6:=0; V10:=0;
V12:=0

(V5=1) AND (V7=1) AND (V10=1) AND (V12>0)
AND (V11<Ke)

Ke(1/Tup2)

V12:=V12+1

(V5=1) AND (V7=1) AND (V10=1) AND (V12=Ke)

Ke(1/Tup2)

V5:=2; V6:=0; V10:=0;
V12:=0

1/Trep

V2:=k; V1:=n; V8:=0

Event 9. Completing the maintenances procedure of the
system
((V1<=n) OR (V2<=k)) AND (V8=4) AND (V11=0)
AND (V12=0)

The number of software updates can be also changed. It is necessary to change vectors V4 and V5 the event 7, that are responsible for the number of updates. For example, if there are three software updates for diverse system, the entry component of the
event will be as follows:
(V5=2) AND (V7=1) AND (V10=1) AND (V12>0)
AND (V11<Ke)

Ke(1/Tup3)

V12:=V12+1

(V5=2) AND (V7=1) AND (V10=1) AND (V12=Ke)

Ke(1/Tup3)

V5:=3; V6:=0;
V10:=0; V12:=0

The developed availability model of the critical NPP I&C system gives the possibilities according to technology [9] for automated construct of the Markovian chains.
This construction provides a software module ASNA [28]. The Markovian chains
which take into account the following settings critical NPP I&C system: n=3; k=3;
mc=0; hw; sw11, sw12; Tup1, Tup2; Tswitch; Trep; Ke=0 are consists of 273 state and
893transitions. Information is available on the status of each software module ASNA
we have on file "vector.vs", which is written in the form:
State 1: V1=3; V2=3; V3=0; V4=0; V5=0; V6=0; V7=0; V8=0; V9=0; V10=0; V11=0; V12=0
State 2: V1=2; V2=3; V3=0; V4=0; V5=0; V6=0; V7=0; V8=1; V9=0; V10=0; V11=0; V12=0
……….
State 481: V1=2; V2=1; V3=0; V4=1; V5=2; V6=1; V7=0; V8=3; V9=1; V10=0; V11=3; V12=0

For three phase parameters (Ke) of Erlang distribution for software updates durations were conducted tree Markovian chains with different dimension. The parameters
of this Markovian chain in table 2 are shown.

Table 2. Parameters of Markovian chain with different phase number of Erlang distribution
n

k

Ke

Number of operation Number of non opera- Number of fictistates
tion states
tious states

Total number of
states in model

3

3

0

120

153

0

273

3

3

3

120

153

208

481

3

3

5

120

153

416

689

The proposed structural-automated model of critical NPP I&C system for availability assessment can be easily transformed for other features of the object of study. It is
enough to: add / remove basic event; attach / remove components of the state vector;
and include / exclude parameters that describe the studied system. Based on information about the work of critical NPP I&C system an appropriate change in the model could be made (Fig. 2).
Based on the Markovian chains without Erlang distributions Ke=0 for critical NPP
I&C system ("vector.vs") a system of differential equations was formed. Its solution
allows us to estimate the function availability value of researched critical NPP I&C
system. In the same manner the systems of differential equation for Markovian chain
with Erlang distribution (Ke=3, Ke=5) of software updates was formed.
dP1  t 
dt

 6   hw  sw11   Р2  t  

1
  Р2  t   Р3  t   Р6  t   Р7  t  
Trepl

 Р8  t   Р9  t   Р11  t   Р16  t  
dP2  t 
dt



1
 Р2  t   2  sw11 Р2  t   2  hw  Р2  t   3  hw  Р2  t  
Trepl

 2  hw Р1  t 
dP3  t 
dt



dP273  t 
dt

1
 Р3  t   3   hw  sw11   Р3  t   2  hw Р2  t 
Trepl



1
 Р273  t   2  hw Р156  t   2  sw12 Р272  t 
Trepl

Initial conditions for the system (2) is Р1  t   1; Р2  t  ...Р273  t   0.
Based on the developed Markovian chains with different number of phase in Erlang
distributions formulas for availability of critical NPP I&C system calculations could
be assembled. Availability functions of critical NPP I&C system is calculated as the
sum of the probability functions staying in operable states of chains. Based on Markovian chain of critical NPP I&C system availability function with different shape
parameters are determined by following formulas:
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Simulation Results

6.1

Research the Influence of K-phase Erlang Distribution of the Software
Update Durations on Availability the Critical NPP I&C System

With the assistance of the proposed model, the following questions can be answered:
What are the duration values of the first and the second software update (ensuring the
values of the availability function of critical NPP I&C system of the initial phase of
its operation do not reach below the specified level)? What are the allowed duration
values of the first and the second SW updates? How the correlation between the first
and the second SW does updates influence on the availability function? What is an
influence on the availability function of duration of SW updates by Erlang distribution?
The experiment is conducted for the condition where the duration of the first software update is significantly shorter than the duration of the second update and the
distribution of software update duration presented by Erlang distribution with different shape parameters Ke=0, Ke=3, Ke=5. The experiment is conducted with the fol-

lowing parameters critical NPP I&C system: hw=1·10-5 hour-1; sw11=2·10-4hour-1,
sw12=1·10-4hour-1; Trep=200 hour; Tup1=10 hour;Tup2=200 hours.

Fig. 3.Dependencies of availability function of the critical NPP I&C system on Erlang distributions (Ke=0, Ke=3, Ke=5) of software updates duration.

6.2

Analysis of the Results

The following results have been obtained by the proposed experiments:
1) Minimal levels of the availability functions for Markovian chains without Erlang distribution (Ke=0) for duration of software updates and Markovian chains with
Erlang distributions (Ke=3, Ke=5) are changed. Analyzing the dependents of availability functions on the Fig. 3 could be concluded that real distribution of processes in
system have significant effect of reliability indexes of critical NPP I&C system.
2) With the assistance of the proposed model it is possible to choose the duration
of software updates that helps to ensure a minimum allowed level of the decrease of
the availability function of the critical NPP I&C system.
3) In this research we confirmed that the exponential distribution in discretecontinuous stochastic models usage provides the limiting value of efficiency indicators. This occurrence was described by J. Martin in his monograph [pp.58-59, 29].
However, based on proposed model we confirmed that exponential distributions provide the most optimistic availability measures. The Erlang distribution for software
updates usage provides a more realistic availability measure that is important during
the operation of critical system and correction of software defects.
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Conclusion

This research presents a model of critical NPP I&C system with double software
updates and real distribution of software updates duration (by Erlang distributions
presented) to illustrate automated development of Markovian chains using a special
technology and tool ASNA.
The presented model can be easily adapted to different configurations of critical
NPP I&C system, which envisages the use different majority voting, standby of the
hardware part and as a consequence in the majority of software versions from different developers. In fact, this model can be adopted for an arbitrary number of software
updates.
Future research has the potential to supplement this model with further factors: Erlang distribution for durations of hardware repair; unsuccessful restarting; unreliable
commutation of elements and so on.
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